
Australian grain-fed beef characteristically is of a consistent high quality – a perfect match for the requirements 
that Jan Zandbergen places on all of its products. This is why the 1788 brand has been developed.

For beef that is full of flavour, look no further than Black Angus. Only the best Black Angus cattle are selected for the 1788 
Platinum line. The cattle graze on open pastures for around 20 months, after which they are accommodated in a feed lot. 
We only work with Australian farms that have been approved by the EU. In the feed lots, the Angus cattle receive an exact 

feed composition consisting primarily of grain and supplemented with natural ingredients such as grass and corn. 
Cattle usually receive this special feed for a minimum of 120 days. However, cattle for the ‘1788 Platinum’ line 

are fed this composition for at least 200 days.

This exceptional feeding pattern increases the amount of intramuscular fat, which is also known as marbling. 
The fat packs in the flavour of the meat. Increasing the fat content through a longer feed cycle results in a unique cut of meat - 

appropriately enough, it was presented with a Gold Standard Award at the World Steak Challenge 2015 in London.

HISTORY MEATS QUALITY

www.1788beef.com
1788 is a trademark by Jan Zandbergen
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Tenderloin chain off Rump tail Flank steak

Picanha

Inside cap off

Striploin chain off

Rump heart

Chuck roll

Outside flat

Knuckle

Point end brisket

Feather blade

Chuck rib

Chuck tender

Flap Meat

Bolar blade/lmc

Ribroast

Short rib

Tomahawk

Cube roll Eye round

Cuts
1788 offers the following wide range of fresh cuts.
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Shortloin

Flank steak

Chuck tender

Flap Meat

Bolar blade/lmc

Ribroast

Short rib
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Tomahawk




